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(57) ABSTRACT 

A packaging case for folded garments Such as Shirts and a 
garment frame for Securing garments So that the garment 
may be Stored and/or used in conjunction with a packaging 
case in a configuration Such that the garment Sustains 
minimal creasing. The frame when used for Shirts allows the 
shirt to be attached to the frame at the collar. The frame has 
a hinge that defines a curved transition between the frame 
panels to minimize creasing of the Shirt when folded in the 
frame. 
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GARMENT CASES 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. This invention relates to cases for packaging gar 
ments, particularly Shirts. 

BACKGROUND ART 

0002. It is difficult to avoid crushing or creasing shirts, 
especially in the collar region, when packaged in modern 
flexible luggage, or tightly packed briefcases, or in other 
circumstances where there is no protection against compres 
Sion. Also, when shirts are loosely packed it is difficult to 
avoid collapsing and creasing especially when carried ver 
tically. 
0003. This is particularly, although not exclusively, a 
problem for the business traveller who needs to have one or 
more changes of clothing ready for wear in fresh condition 
but who only has limited or cramped luggage Space. 
0004. An object of the present invention is to provide a 
case in which a garment or garments can be conveniently 
packaged, So as to be maintained in fresh condition during 
transport or Storage. 

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION 

0005 According to one aspect of the invention therefore 
there is provided a packaging case for a garment or garments 
comprising an Outer bag Structure defining an openable 
Storage container having top and bottom walls thereto, and 
a reinforcing Structure providing transverse rigidity between 
Said walls, characterised in that this rigidity is restricted to, 
or extends over a greater height between the walls, at one 
end region of the Storage container relative to an opposite 
end thereof. 

0006 With this arrangement, in effect the packaging case 
has stepped rigidity Suited to protected packaging of a 
folded shirt with the collar located at the said one end region 
and the remainder of the Shirt extending towards the oppo 
Site end region. 
0007 According to a second aspect of the invention 
therefore there is provided a method of packaging a shirt 
using a case as described above wherein the shirt is folded 
and inserted into the case with the collar of the shirt at the 
Said one end region and the remainder of the shirt extending 
towards the opposite end region. 
0008. The use of stepped rigidity facilitates stacking of 
two cases one turned over and rotated through 180° relative 
to the other so that the top walls of the two cases confront 
and contact each other with the Said one end region of each 
against the Said other end region of the other. 
0009. Two or more cases, containing different changes of 
clothing, can therefore be conveniently packed in a brief 
case, of other luggage So that multiple fresh changes of 
clothing can be carried. 
0.010 Provision may be made for releasably intercon 
necting Such Stacked cases. Also if desired provision may be 
made for releasably interconnecting cases Side by Side or 
otherwise. 

0.011 With regard to the outer bag structure this is 
preferably Stepped or inclined correspondingly to the above 
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mentioned Stepped rigidity i.e. So as to be of a greater height 
at Said one end region relative to Said opposite end. In one 
embodiment, the bottom wall may be arranged to be wholly 
or mainly flat whereas the top wall may be arranged to have 
two separate flat portions, corresponding respectively to the 
Said end regions, with an inclined joining portion therebe 
tween. The top and bottom walls may be linked by edge 
walls around the entire periphery, or at least a major portion 
of the periphery, and these may be of different heights at 
opposite ends, and of Stepped height along the Sides, in 
conformity with the Stepped configuration. Instead of this 
three-part Stepped top wall it is possible to use a single, or 
two-part inclined top wall. 

0012 Instead of an overall stepped or inclined bag struc 
ture it is possible to have a bag structure which has a stepped 
or inclined compartment. For example the bag may be 
rectangular with an inset upper compartment at the Said 
other end region leaving a stepped or inclined compartment 
in the remainder of the bag structure. Indeed, the term bag 
Structure as used herein is intended to cover rigid or Self 
Supporting box containers as well as bags of a flexible or 
partly flexible or soft nature. 
0013 The bag structure may be formed from flexible 
material Such as textile fabric and/or plastics sheeting and/or 
leather and this may be appropriately cut and Seamed or 
moulded to form the desired shape. A Zip fastener, or 
VELCRO fastener or any other suitable fastener may be 
provided along an openable flap or mouth to provide acceSS 
to the interior of the bag structure. Stiff, semi-stiff or rigid 
materials can also be used as also can other fastenerS Such 
as Studs or Snap fasteners. 
0014. The reinforcing structure may additionally provide 
rigidity other than in the Said transverse direction to effect, 
or assist, maintenance of the desired overall shape of the bag 
Structure. Thus, the reinforcing Structure may include a 
planar portion extending over the inner Surface of the bottom 
wall of the bag structure. 
0015 With regard to the reinforcing structure, this may 
comprise one or more rigid parts formed integrally with or 
comprising an integral part of, and/or Separate to and located 
within the bag structure. The term “rigidity is intended to 
cover parts having Sufficient rigidity or Stiffness to provide 
Substantial resistance to crushing of a shirt and especially a 
Shirt collar under compression normally encountered in 
packing and handling of luggage. Thus, Semi-rigid parts 
from materials. Such as card, Self-Supporting resiliently 
deflectable plastics sheeting, and the like can be used. 
0016. The reinforcing structure may comprise rigid trans 
verse edge walls, i.e. edge walls extending in the transverse 
(upright) direction between the top and bottom walls and 
which are inherently rigid or which have rigid frames 
applied thereto. 
0017 Additionally or alternatively, the reinforcing struc 
ture preferably comprises a flat back part which overlies the 
inner Surface of the bottom wall of the bag Structure and an 
integral upstanding tab Section at one end which extends 
within the Said one end region of the bag Structure. Prefer 
ably also, this structure is removable from the bag Structure 
So that it can be used as a shirt frame around which a shirt 
can be folded with the shirt collar engaged with the tab 
Section. 
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0.018. The shirt frame may have great rigidity in a trans 
verse direction between the Side edge walls parallel to the 
top and bottom walls, and in this case the Side edge walls of 
the bag may be partly or fully flexible in such transverse 
parallel direction. 
0019. In a preferred embodiment there is provided a 
collar reinforcement, preferably adapted to provide or con 
tribute to the transverse rigidity at the Said one end region, 
and which is arranged to fit around the periphery of a Shirt 
collar to hold the collar in shape, particularly by fitting 
within the collar. This may take the form of a generally 
triangular or oval or circular frame which is preferably of 
adjustable size, e.g. by expansion of one Side, to correspond 
to different collar sizes. 

0020. In a particularly preferred embodiment this collar 
former is made from a strip which can be folded and retained 
in shape by interconnection of its ends at a position Selected 
from a range of positions e.g. by engagement of a Snap fit 
fastener, Such as a Stud, or cut-outs with a Selected one of a 
row of cooperable members. 
0021 Additionally, there may be a separate front collar 
Support tab that is either integral to the one piece collar 
reinforcement or is separately attached to it by means of one 
or more Studs or other fasteners. This collar Support can fit 
under the front wings of the collar with a middle tab section 
that rises between these wings and folds back on itself into 
the inside of the collar where it is fastened onto the collar 
reinforcement. 

0022 Preferably also there is provided a supplementary 
container for Small garments, Such as underwear, locatable 
within the bag structure, and conveniently this may be 
shaped and dimensioned to fit within the collar of a shirt. 
Thus, for example, the container may comprise a generally 
triangular or curved or oval bag which can fit within a shirt 
collar when the collar is supported by the above mentioned 
generally triangular or curved or oval frame, and preferably 
incorporates internally Such frame. In this case Such a 
fastener may cover only say 70% of the bag circumference 
So allowing the bag to be Squeezed into Smaller collar sizes. 
This bag may have a closeable opening, e.g. a Zipped mouth 
or flap or the like. 
0023 The case may also incorporate other garment stor 
age or retaining devices. For example an elasticated Strap or 
a retaining flap with appropriate slots or a further pocket 
with or without a Zipped closure may be attached to an inner 
Surface of the bag Structure, or to a part of the reinforcing 
Structure, So that cuff links or other personal valuables or 
toiletries can be Securely retained by the Structure. 

0024. One embodiment of the invention is characterised 
by the provision of a Supplementary Storage compartment, 
Said compartment being arranged at the Said opposite end 
region of the case. Preferably, the Supplementary Storage 
compartment is detachably mounted externally on the top 
wall of the case. It may also be incorporated detachably or 
integrally internally. 

0.025 AS mentioned above, the packaging case preferably 
incorporates a shirt frame. 

0026. Thus, and in accordance with a further aspect of the 
present invention there is provided a frame, particularly 
although not exclusively for use in performing the above 
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described method, Said frame comprising first and Second 
flat panels joined by a hinge whereby the panels can be bent 
or pivoted about the hinge to lie one on top of the other with 
an article folded around the panels, characterised in that the 
hinge is arranged to bend or pivot to form a curved transition 
between the panels. In this way creasing can be avoided as 
the article is folded over the hinge. The article is preferably 
a shirt but may be another garment or textile article or the 
like. 

0027 Preferably the hinge is defined by a strip with 
multiple side by side lines of weakness. Preferably also, the 
panels and the Strip are formed integrally in one piece. An 
upstanding tab may be provided at a top end of a top one of 
the panels for engagement with the shirt collar. 
0028. Although particularly Suited for the packaging case 
of the present invention, the Shirt frame may also be used in 
any other Suitable packaging. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0029. The invention will now be described further by 
way of example only and with reference to the accompany 
ing drawings in which: 
0030 FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic perspective view of one 
form of a case according to the invention; 
0031 FIG. 2 is a side view showing two cases stacked 
one on top of the other. 
0032 FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic perspective view of an 
internal shirt frame in folded condition; 

0033 FIG. 4 is an opened out plan view of an internal 
collar former; 

0034 FIG. 5 is a top view showing an alternative form 
of collar former in assembled condition; 

0035 FIG. 6 is an exploded view of an alternative collar 
bag. 

0036 FIG. 7 is a perspective view of a case with an 
additional toiletries container; 

0037 FIGS. 8 & 9 are perspective views of alternative 
case constructions, and 

0038 FIG. 10-12 shows assemblies of multiple cases. 

BEST MODES OF CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

0039 Referring to the drawings, there is shown in FIG. 
1 a case for packaging a Shirt and Small additional garments 
(Such as Socks and underpants) Suitable for an overnight 
change of clothing for a business traveller. 
0040. The case is of stepped formation and has an outer 
bag structure 1 made from Soft flexible fabric or plastics or 
leather sheeting which provides a flat rectangular bottom 
wall 2, a top wall 3 having two flat rectangular parts 4, 5 at 
different heights linked by an inclined intermediate Strip 6, 
two strip shaped end wails 7, 8 of different heights, and two 
like stepped side walls 9. 
0041. There is a Zip 10 around three sides of the upper top 
part 4 So as to define an openable flap to provide access to 
the interior of the bag 1. 
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0042. The various walls 4-9 may be formed by one or two 
or more sheets appropriately folded and joined at edges. The 
sheets may be wholly flexible. Alternatively, if desired the 
side walls 7-9 (or some of them) may be formed from (or 
may incorporate) rigid or Semi-rigid sheet material Such as 
cardboard or moulded plastics to retain the Stepped shape of 
the case. 

0.043 Within the bag structure 1 there is a shirt frame 11, 
as shown in FIG. 3 which has a generally rectangular flat 
back panel 12 with an upstanding tab Section 13 at one end. 
This frame is a rigid, or Semi-rigid structure formed from 
e.g. moulded plastics. 
0044 Ashirt can be folded around the back part 12 with 
the collar engaged with the tab Section 13. 
004.5 The frame 11 is dimensioned so that the back part 
12 overlies and is of similar size to (but slightly smaller 
than) the inner Surface of the bottom wall 2 of the outer bag 
Structure 1 with the tab Section 13 projecting upwardly 
adjacent the end of the bag Structure 1 beneath the higher top 
part 4. 
0.046 Preferably, although not essentially, and as shown 
in FIG. 3 of the drawings, the shirt frame has an extra back 
hinged section in the form of a flat panel 14 that will allow 
easier folding of the Shirt along a greater length. Also greater 
rigidity can be attained and folded Socks or other flat articles 
can be accommodated between the two folded panels 12, 14. 
All edges and particularly the outer edges of the hinge 
Section are radiussed to avoid shirt creasing. In particular the 
hinge joint is defined by multiple side by Side parallel crease 
lines or grooves or other lines of weakness in a Strip 15 
joining the top and bottom flat panels 12, 14, Such panels 12, 
14, the strip 15 and the tab 13 being formed in one piece. 
0047 The folding shirt frame, may have an elastic strap 
connectable between folding top flaps (at top corners of the 
top panel) with a stud (or other) fastener to Secure the shirt 
to the frame in an easy to pack form. Also the shirt frame 
back may have an elasticated Strap (not shown) fastened 
acroSS its lower Surface for retaining a pair of Socks or other 
Small garments. 
0.048 AS stated in order to minimise creasing, the hinge 
joint is preferably formed from multiple creases or hinge 
lines which form, or approximate to, a curved bend when the 
frame panels are folded over. 
0049. The frame may be made from polypropylene sheet 
ing which is cut and creased in one operation. It may also be 
made in any other manner from any other material Such as 
plastics, wood, light metal Such as aluminium, and with the 
hinge formed integrally or being a separate attached Struc 
ture such as bonded fabric or other material. Weight may be 
Saved in this frame by moulding to produce a lattice So 
giving a honey-comb effect. Moulding can also enable 
points on which to mount retainers for Socks to be created as 
outlined in the original application. 
0050. The upstanding collar tab may be formed by creas 
ing as well as moulding. It does not have to be rigidly at 90 
to the main body of the frame. 
0051. The rolling hinge is used to prevent the creation of 
transverse creases acroSS the Shirt front after the Shirt on its 
frame has been folded back on itself causing the shirt to be 
pulled tightly against the rolling hinge. 
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0052 Further such rolling hinge has the function of 
Separating the two flat panels when folded over allowing 
Space for the Shirt folded at the rear to be accommodated 
along with personal items of clothing Such as Socks, a tie, 
Silk Scarf, underclothes, handkerchief etc. 
0053. The panels and the joining strip of the shirt frame 
may be formed in two pieces including the lower flat 
Surfaces together with the rolling hinge which may as 
required be attached to the upper panel having the collar 
locating tab. 

0054 FIG. 4, shows a collar former 17 which is fitted 
within the shirt collar to retain its shape. This is formed from 
a strip of semi-rigid (springy) moulded plastics which is bent 
around into a generally triangular shape, the ends of the Strip 
being held together by Snap-fit engagement with a male Stud 
18 on one end with a female stud 19 Selected from a row of 
such studs at the other end. By selection of the female stud 
19, the size of the collar former can be adjusted to suit the 
collar size. 

0055. This collar former 17 comprises an elongate rect 
angular Strip 20 with a central wing Structure 21 which is 
folded over through 180 at the narrow neck part 22 to 
stiffen the front part of the collar. 
0056. This collar former 17 fits within the shirt collar 
with the shirt on the shirt frame of FIG. 3. The collar former 
17 itself may fit within a generally triangular bag (not 
shown) made from flexible fabric or plastics sheeting having 
a Zipped top flap, with the main Strip 20 within the bag and 
the wing Structure 21 protruding out of the bag through an 
opening. 
0057 This bag provides packing space for underpants or 
other Small garments. 
0058. The wings 21 are tucked under the collar at the 
front and then the triangular part of the former 17 (within the 
bag) is dropped into the neck of the shirt within and in 
contact with the collar. 

0059 FIG. 5 shows a modified version of the collar 
Support which can be used with the packaging case of the 
invention. The collar support is in two pieces 23, 24 to be 
joined by two studs to ensure vertical alignment and inter 
locking cut-outs (e.g., tabs and slots) are provided to join the 
ends of the main Support 23. 
0060 Additional bags, containers, pockets may be pro 
Vided in or on the case as desired for Storage of different 
articles. For example the bottom wall of the case may 
incorporate an internal pocket e.g. for handkerchief. The 
internal bag within the Shirt collar may have an internal 
pocket e.g. for cuff linkS. 
0061 FIG. 6 shows in exploded view an alternate bag 
(personal bag) to fit and protect the collar. 
0062 Firstly the collar is supported by a strong springy 
length 30 of polypropylene or similar plastic. That does not 
completely extend around the Side wall, and there is a 
Separate inserted rear panel 31. This allows the bag to be 
Squeezed from the Sides and So allow the bag to be inserted 
into collar sizes Smaller than the personal bag. Once the Side 
preSSure is released on the bag then the natural SpringineSS 
of the plastic wall pushes the Side outwards to fit Snugly 
inside the shirt collar. The bag has a lined top cover 32 
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fastened by a zip 33 to the lined body 34 of the bag. 
Secondly the Separate hinged collar Support 35 is placed 
under the front Section of the collar prior to inserting the 
personal bag inside the collar. It prevents the important front 
part of the collar collapsing especially when the collar sizes 
are larger than the size of the personal bag. A further 
advantage of this is that the thicker Springy plastic in the side 
wall allows the package to withstand much greater vertical 
(transverse) pressure on the collar without it being crushed. 
0.063. Accompanying FIG. 7 shows an optional addition 
to the packaging case in the form of a toiletries bag which 
releasably attaches e.g. by preSS Studs or Velcro etc. on the 
reduced height part of the Stepped case. This may have 
internal compartments. 
0064. Instead of using an inserted or attached reinforcing 
Structure, Stepped rigidity may also be derived from the use 
of a sheet material which in itself has a requisite rigid nature. 
Also, part or all of the material used for the case may be 
transparent. 

0065 Thus, the case may be formed from transparent 
plastics sheet material of a semi-rigid (i.e. flexible but 
Self-Supporting) nature which is folded and Seamed (e.g. by 
high frequency welding), with a top or rear flap e.g. fixed 
with preSS Studs. 
0.066. This embodiment may be used as a replacement for 
traditional display packaging for a new shirt, and the pur 
chaser of Such a packaged shirt can re-use the packaging as 
a shirt case. The packaging would contain a collar Support, 
but not necessarily any Supplementary container or bag or 
pocket whereby the case can be made as a simple relatively 
inexpensive Structure. 
0067. Where the case is formed from non-transparent 
material there may be a rear window of transparent material 
or which is an opening to reveal the packaged Shirt. 
0068. When the case is made from a rigid or semi-rigid 
material, e.g. a strong plastics sheet material Such as ABS or 
polypropylene material, there may be a hinged lid to provide 
access at the top. The lid may be hinged at the top end of the 
case, or elsewhere as desired and the lid may be retained 
closed in any Suitable manner, e.g. by means of a flap which 
tuckS in or overlaps and is fixed by Velcro or press Studs, or 
otherwise. 

0069. The additional bag where provided may be formed 
from rigid or Semi-rigid sheet material as mentioned above 
and may also have a hinged lid which may be retained closed 
in like manner to the abovementioned lid of the case. 

0070 The additional bag is preferably shaped to conform 
closely to the shape of the step of the case. Thus, for 
example, the arrangement may be Such that the case with 
attached bag forms a rectangular (or generally rectangular) 
box structure. 

0071. The additional bag may be permanently or releas 
ably attached to the case. In one embodiment the bag and the 
case are formed integrally, e.g. being defined by a two 
compartment box Structure. 

0.072 The various possibilities mentioned above in rela 
tion to a case formed from rigid or Semi-rigid material may 
also be applied, as appropriate to a case formed from flexible 
material as described in the first mentioned co-pending 
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application. For example, a flexible material case may have 
a flexible or rigid or Semi-rigid lid which is retained closed 
by an overlapping flap attached by Velcro or other fastener 
to the adjacent Surface of the case. 

0073. A case and/or additional bag according to the 
invention may be formed from any suitable flexible, rigid or 
Semi-rigid material or combination thereof. 

0074 The single case, or the single case with its attached 
toiletries bag or a combination of two cases inverted and 
clipped on each other may be carried externally as combined 
packages by means of handles or of shoulder Straps attached 
to the clipped combination. 

0075. The case made from a rigid or semi-rigid strong, 
Self-Supporting sheet plastics material, e.g. ABS or polypro 
pylene which may be made from one piece folded and 
welded or bonded, or otherwise fixed together, or from a 
plurality of pieces bonded or welded or otherwise fixed 
together. The case has a top hinged lid with a tuck-in flap. 
The lid is hinged at the top end of the case but it could be 
hinged at the opposite edge of the lid or at a side edge. The 
flap may overlap the adjacent outer inclined Surface of the 
case instead of being tucked in and Velcro or magnetic or 
preSS Stud or other fastener may be used to retain the flap. 
Alternatively Zips may be used. 

0.076 FIG. 7 shows the case with an additional toiletries 
bag which can be releasably fastened in the step of the case 
as mentioned above. The bag is shaped So that with the case 
a rectangular structure is formed. The bag may be formed in 
like manner to the case and may have a lid with a tuck-in or 
overlapped flap. The lid may be hinged otherwise than at the 
edge shown. 

0077 FIG. 8 shows an integrated case and additional bag 
defined by a two-compartment box structure. The Structure 
may be formed from a rigid or Semi-rigid sheet material as 
mentioned above or from any other material or combination 
of materials including the Soft covering materials and Stiffer 
materials already mentioned. The lid may be hinged other 
wise than as shown. 

0078 FIG. 9 shows a case made from any suitable 
material or combination of materials with a lid with an 
overlapping flap which can be retained by Velcro or mag 
netic Studs or press Studs or otherwise. This may be used 
with an additional bag as shown in FIG. 7 so that the flap 
then overlapS and is retained on the top Surface of the bag. 
This arrangement may be more Suitable for use with a rigid 
or Semi-rigid case Structure. 

0079. In this situation where the combined or integral 
cases are used as external luggage, provision may be made 
for external pockets to be added to carry tickets, passports, 
wallets etc. along with the carrying Straps or handles. 

0080 With the arrangement described a shirt and other 
Small garments Sufficient for an overnight change of clothing 
are conveniently packaged and protected against crushing or 
creasing even if the case is carried with a tightly packed brief 
case or flexible hand luggage. This is because the Vulnerable 
collar region of the Shirt is protected by the transverse 
rigidity between the top and bottom walls of the case due to 
the rigidity of the side walls 9 and/or the tab section 13 of 
the shirt frame 11 and/or the collar former 17. 
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0081. The shirt is held tightly in its folded position, and 
is protected against vertical collapse (i.e. between the top 
and bottom walls) due to the fact that the shirt is held tightly 
in position between the edges of the shirt frame 11 and the 
closely adjacent walls of the outer bag Structure and also due 
to the packing and Support action of the collar former 17, the 
Secure locating action of the tab Section 13 of the Shirt frame, 
and the abovementioned transverse rigidity. 
0082. As shown in FIG. 2, two cases, respectively con 
taining two changes of clothing, can be conveniently packed 
in Stacked conformation with one case turned over, and 
rotated through 180° relative to the other. The higher stepped 
end of one case therefore fits against the lower Stepped end 
of the other case giving an overall generally rectangular 
pack. 

0083) The cases may be held together by links 25 which 
are fastened to the lower height ends 7 of the cases and Snap 
fit into connectors on the other ends 8. 

0084) Provision may also be made (e.g. by Snap-fit male 
& female studs 27) to hold cases side-by-side. 
0085. It is of course to be understood that the invention 
is not intended to be restricted to the details of the above 
embodiments which are described by way of example only. 

0.086 As mentioned, if desired the bottom and/or top 
walls of the bag structure may be wholly or partially 
stiffened by incorporation of suitable stiff or rigid or semi 
rigid sheet material, or by formation from Such materials. 

0087. The case may be made from thin polypropylene 
sheeting using a die cut process. 

0088. The case may be used for purposes other than 
overnight travel or packaging of new Shirts e.g. it may be 
used in laundries to package cleaned Shirts. 
0089. Instead of using an angular stepped case it may be 
curved Stepped, or curved or inclined without Steps. The bag 
may have side Supports for rigidity along the two long Side 
edges but may otherwise be flexible. Other rigidity is 
derived from the shirt frame which in this case means that 
the outer case, which can be formed from tough nylon or 
canvas or leather or other Such flexible materials, can be 
folded longitudinally. 

0090. It is also possible to rely on rigidity of the shirt 
frame, collar former and collar Support alone to protect the 
folded Shirt in which case there may only be the requirement 
to have a pocket in a case or a simple flexible bag without 
any form of Stiffness to enclose the packed shirt, especially 
if it fits closely to the packed shirt. 

0.091 The frame may have holes or recesses for the shirt 
buttons. These may be elongated and/or enlarged to accom 
modate different button sizes and positions. 
0092 Multiple shirts can be packaged in multiple cases 
formed integrally and/or adapted to be removably attached 
Side-by-side and/or one on top of the other. 

0093. Two pairs of cases each having a top end access 
opening with a closure flap are linked by a flexible hinge So 
that the pairs can be folded over on top of each other and 
held together by Studs or otherwise. Carrying handles or the 
like may be provided for the folded over assembly. 
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0094. In this case, in addition to the possibility of an 
angular (or curved) Stepped shape, the cases may be wedge 
shaped with a sloping top Surface made from Soft or Stiff 
material, or Soft moulded plastics or other material. The top 
Surfaces and/or other Surfaces of the cases may be wholly or 
partially transparent. 

0.095 As shown in FIGS. 10 & 11, a folded-over assem 
bly, may have an Outer bag arrangement defined by project 
ing flaps which interconnect with Zips or other closures. In 
this case the Side flaps may incorporate Stiffeners to impart 
rigidity. Since the shirts will be protected when the assembly 
is folded over by the outwardly facing bottom surfaces of the 
cases, it is possible to omit the StiffenerS altogether and rely 
on the shirt frames. 

0096. As shown in FIG. 12, a multi-case assembly may 
be arranged to be hung up in opened out form e.g. in a 
wardrobe. 

0097 A folded sheet (e.g. cardboard) or a wire (or 
plastic) frame Sock frame may be provided. 
0098. An inner bag for personal items can be located 
within a collar, e.g. a cardboard collar, which is slotted or 
otherwise fitted over the collar tab of the shirt frame. 

0099. The case or combination of cases may have a 
handle or the like So that it can be carried as a separate item. 
0100. The case construction of the invention may be used 
to form multiple Storage compartments in Suit cases fitting 
easily together Side-by-Side and/or on top of each other. 
0101 The invention is particularly suitable for use with a 
shirt. It may however also be used with a blouse or other 
garment or any other Suitable textile or other foldable article. 
0102 Instead of using plastics materials for reinforce 
ment it is possible to use cardboard or any other Suitable 
material. 

What is claimed: 
1. A packaging case comprising: 
an outer bag Structure defining an operable Storage con 

tainer having top and bottom walls and an opening with 
a closure flap thereto; 

a reinforcing Structure providing transverse rigidity 
between Said walls, Said transverse rigidity between 
Said walls extending over a greater height between the 
walls at one end region of the Storage container relative 
to an opposite end region thereof; and 

Said opening is provided at Said one end region. 
2. The packaging case as recited in claim 1, wherein Said 

case comprises a frame having a flat panel which fits within 
the case over the bottom wall and around which an article 
can be folded. 

3. A packaging case comprising: 

an outer bag structure formed from flexible material 
defining an operable Storage container having top and 
bottom walls thereto, 

an integral reinforcing Structure providing transverse 
rigidity between Said walls, Said transverse rigidity 
between Said walls extending over a greater height 
between the walls, at one end region of the Storage 
container relative to an opposite end region thereof. 
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4. A packaging case for a shirt comprising: 
an outer bag Structure formed from flexible material 

defining a storage container having top and bottom 
walls, 

an opening in Said top wall with a closure flap thereto at 
one end region of the container; 

a reinforcing Structure providing transverse rigidity 
between said top and bottom walls; 

Said reinforcing structure comprises transverse edge walls 
which are of greater height at Said one end region than 
at an opposite end region of Said container, whereby 
transverse rigidity between Said top and bottom walls 
extends over a greater height at Said one end region 
relative to Said opposite end region; 

a frame comprising a flat panel which fits within the 
container over Said bottom wall and around which a 
shirt can be folded. 

5. The packaging case as recited in claim 4, wherein Said 
case comprises a Supplementary Storage compartment, Said 
compartment being arranged at the Said opposite end region 
of the case. 

6. A packaging case comprising: 
an Outer bag structure defining an operable Storage con 

tainer having top and bottom walls thereto; 
a reinforcing Structure providing transverse rigidity 
between Said walls, Said transverse rigidity between 
Said walls extending over a greater height between the 
walls, at one end region of the Storage container relative 
to an opposite end region thereof, and 

Said case includes a Supplementary container for Small 
garments arranged to fit within the confines of a shirt 
collar within the case to Support Said collar. 

7. The packaging case as recited in claim 6, wherein Said 
case comprises a Supplementary Storage compartment, Said 
Storage compartment being arranged at the Said opposite end 
region of the case. 

8. The packaging case as recited in claim 6, wherein Said 
Supplementary Storage compartment is detachably mounted 
externally on the top wall of the case. 

9. A method of packaging a shirt using a case comprising 
the Steps of: 

providing an outer bag Structure defining an openable 
Storage container having a top wall and a bottom wall; 

providing transverse rigidity between Said top wall and 
Said bottom wall with a reinforcing Structure; 

extending Said transverse rigidity between said top wall 
and Said bottom wall over a greater height at one end 
region of the Storage container relative to an opposite 
end region thereof, and 
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fitting within the case a frame having a flat panel which 
fits over the bottom wall and around which an article 
can be folded. 

10. The method as recited in claim 9 further comprising 
the Step of folding Said shirt and inserting Said Shirt into Said 
case with a collar of Said shirt at Said one end region and the 
remainder of Said shirt extending towards an opposite end 
region. 

11. A method of packaging a shirt using a case comprising 
the Steps of: 

forming an outer bag structure from flexible material 
defining a Storage container having a top wall and a 
bottom wall; 

providing an opening in Said top wall having a closure flap 
at one end region of Said container; 

providing transverse rigidity between Said top wall and 
said bottom wall with a reinforcing structure which 
comprises transverse edge walls which are of greater 
height at Said one end region than at an opposite end 
region of Said container; 

extending Said transverse rigidity between the top wall 
and the bottom wall over a greater height at Said one 
end region relative to Said opposite end region; and 

providing a frame which includes a flap panel which fits 
within Said container over Said bottom wall and around 
which a shirt can be folded. 

12. A frame for use in a packaging case comprising first 
and second flat panels joined by a hinge whereby the panels 
can be bent or pivoted about Said hinge to lie one on top of 
the other with an article folded around the panels, wherein 
Said hinge is arranged to bend or pivot to form a curved 
transition between Said panels. 

13. The frame as recited in claim 12, wherein Said hinge 
is defined by a strip with multiple side by side lines of 
weakness. 

14. The frame as recited in claim 12, wherein Said panels 
and Said Strip are formed integrally in one piece. 

15. The frame as recited in claim 12, wherein said frame 
is used with a shirt. 

16. The frame as recited in claim 12, wherein said frame 
comprises an upstanding tab at a top end of a top one of Said 
panels for engagement with Said Shirt collar. 

17. The frame as recited in claim 12, wherein said frame 
comprises an upstanding tab engageable with a collar rein 
forcement. 

18. The frame as recited in claim 12, wherein one of Said 
panels is an upper panel having free sides with edges, Said 
edges are transversely connected to the hinge, Said hinge 
being coextensive to the upper panel between the edges. 


